Abstract
Introduction
The growth of end user computing is one of the significant phenomena of the 1 980s in the information management world. A recent study by the International Data Corporation predicted that four out of five administrative and professional workers will be using personal computing to support their work and personal activities by 1990 [3] . In a study published in 1981, Rockart and Flannery referred to estimates that while current end user computing consumed about ten percent of computer capacity in large corporations, such use would grow to consume seventy percent of an expanded capacity by the end of the decade [4] . Business Week, in November 1982, predicted that 26 million executives, professionals, and hobbyists would own microcomputers by 1985. In the same article, Business Week quotes an estimate from Dataquest, Inc. that the training industry will capture $3 billion of the $14 billion spent on personal computers by 1986 [1] .
But what is actually happening in the world of end user computing? Will its growth be as explosive as the predictions? Rockart and Flannery see lesso~s from the Gibson-Nolan stage theory [2] in the management of end user computing. They warn that while most companies are still (1981 ) the "initiation" or early "contagion" stages of the curve, the most adverse effects of the "control" stage may ensue unless significant attention is paid to managing end user computing [4] .
In the fall of 1982 the Center for the Study of Data Processing at Washington University in St. Louis, encouraged by its Corporate Affiliates, began a research project to examine the state and direction of end user computing in the St. Louis corporate environment. The goal of the project was to gather information and gain perspective for planning educational programs for end users, and developing strategies for the management of end user computing. With the growing demand ior ~omputing capabilities, input was needed directly from the managers who were either already involved in interactive computing or planning for such capability.
This article reports on a series of interviews carried out between December 1982 and March 1983 with managers and professionals in twenty locations. It attempts to describe the varieties of
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End User Computing interactive computer use in this area by persons who are using either timesharing computer services, internal and external, or microcomputer facilities. It attempts to assess the growth patterns and amount of end user computing, and to describe what corporate policy exists in the various settings. End user education is also explored. Finally, the report defines certain critical issues that the phenomenon of end user computing raises in the corporate setting.
Research Approach
Because CENTER Affiliates provide contact with a wide variety of corporate and institutional settings, end users were reached through them. The Affiliates are the EDP (IS) departments of over thirty corporate and government bodies in the St. Louis area. Initial interviews were held with IS directors or their designees in eighteen of the affiliated organizations and one nonaffiliated corporation.
The interviews with EDP managers were to clarify the purposes of the study, obtain their cooperation in contacting end users, and obtain information concerning the corporate experience with end users. They were specifically asked for information regarding resources and support for end using and policy regarding the acquisition and use of microcomputers. The interviews were relatively unstructured and open-ended.
As a result of interviews with IS managers, 66 interviews with end user managers and professionals were carried out in nineteen locations. Anywhere from two to six end users were interviewed per location. One additional end user interview at a smaller company resulted from a contact made through an affiliated computer service organization.
Again
, interviews were open-ended and relatively unstructured. However, in all cases these questions were asked: (1) Why did they begin to use computers interactively? (2) What training in the use of computers had they received or sought, if any? (3) What computer resources did they use, i.e., what hardware, what software? (4) What applications had they developed with the computer? (5) What direction did they see for interactive computing in their own setting or in their corporation? (6) What training or resources did they need to more effectively use the computer and what could a university setting appropriately provide to assist management in making effective use of computing?
While no random sampling techniques were used in the selection of those interviewed, the wide variety of settings and the broad spectrum of management levels and functional areas would seem to represent a fair sample of end users for this geographical area, if not the nation. A built-in bias must be recognized in that the access to end users was obtained through IS management. But, since the end users expressed a complete spectrum of attitudes toward traditional data processing, even this bias would not seem to threaten the validity of the sample.
Description of the End Users Interviewed
End users were interviewed in twenty locations. Eleven locations were manufacturing corporations among the Fortune 1,000. Other locations included three banks and financial organizations, two insurance companies, and one each retail merchandising, mining, transportation, and government operations. All but one organization have large management populations. Table 1 gives the departmental distribution of the end users interviewed. As can be seen, twentyseven, or fully forty percent, were from financial and accounting departments.
It is difficult to describe the organizational levels of those interviewed. Corporate job titles vary a great deal from one setting to another, and organization charts are not readily accessible. However, a rather subjective listing is attempted here, using a mixture of titles, Iocation,size of office, and the intuition of experience. End users are divided into four classifications: top management, i.e., executive and senior vice president or corporate controller; upper-management, i.e., vice president or director of corporate manufacturing; middle management, i.e., senior analyst, assistant vice president, assistant director, or manager of compensation; and lower management, i.e., accountants or entry level managers (see Table 2 ). Resource use has often been sporadic and isolated to date. In one company which has had end user software for six years, there were only forty to fifty known users. In another company which installed IFPS last year, only five people were using it after six months. Nevertheless, the signs of overall rapid growth were in evidence. One IS department had instituted end user training on a charge-out basis. There was a long waiting list for end user training, which had actually become a profit center for the department. Another company installed FOCUS in early 1982 on a dedicated CPU and began to charge back its use directly to end users. Their monthly chargeback grew from $3,000 in July to $48,000 in November. A third company which planned to train around 500 end users on RAMIS in 1982, had to train 1,200 and expects to train another 1,500 in 1983. Another very large corporation had twenty percent of its computer capacity in interactive use in 1978, almost exclusively for engineering and scientific applications. The corporation now projects that seventy percent of an expanded capacity will be interactive by 1985, mostly because of business end user growth.
In the midst of this process of mainframe software becoming accessible to end users, the microcomputer began to appear in the business office. Its advent and dispersion are as hard to trace as its use and acquisition are difficult, if not impossible, to control.
Personally owned microcomputers can be carried into the office and plugged into the wall socket. Some are acquired as "office equipment." In one case, a group of managers, tired of trying to manually perform an analysis, simply called a computer store and had an Apple II delivered by taxicab. "We got into some trouble for it, but it was here," they explained. After one MIS director stated confidently that no computer could be purchased without his approval and that he was approving none, four Apples were found in his company's trust department by this researcher. Another manager said that he knew of no microcomputers in his building. Down the hall in another office, a TRS-80 was visible on the desk. Because of this situation, dates and numbers given in this report are estimates I~rovided mostly by MIS management.
Three companies acquired their first known microcomputers in 1980. Since then, twelve other companies have allowed or approved their use. Five other locations are still tacitly or explicitly trying to exclude microcomputers. One MIS director claimed there was simply no demand for them. Of the three companies that approved their first microcomputers in 1980, one still had only two in 1983, one had around forty, and one had over 100. Of four companies where MIS either placed or encouraged the use of microcomputers in 1982, three still had fewer than ten in 1983 and one had more than 100. Two of the former, however, planned significant additions of micros this year. The present status of microcomputers in the companies studied is listed in Table 3 .
The IBM Personal Computer (PC) has quickly become the dominant microcomputer hardware in the businesses studied. Of 34 personal computer users all but three were using three brands. Fifteen had IBM PCs, nine had Apples, six had TRS-8Os, and one had both an IBM PC and an Apple. In all fifteen companies where microcom- 
Appfications
Managers have generally become direct users of computer technology in one of two ways. One way has been based on their need to capture, inquire of, and retrieve specific kinds of information relating to their jobs. The second way has grown from a need to analyze data and develop projections, models, and various kinds of "what if" procedures.
Data capture applications grew out of a general frustration with DP production reports and growing requests to the IS department for specific information. At most sites studied, this led to the installation of such inquiry languages and report generators as EASYTRIEVE, GIS, and RPG in the late 1970s or even early 1980s. However, the recent installations have tended to be more powerful and more user-friendly products, such as FOCUS and RAMIS. Examples of these applications include developing earning reports for corporate board meetings, tracking mortgages, cost reporting for specific cost centers, and tracking specific medical claims.
Simultaneously demands for computer power to perform analytical tasks grew, especially from financial analysts and planning departments. In response, software such as SAS and IFPS was installed in about half of the companies studied. In some companies, certain enterprising, computer literate analysts and planners have been able to develop models using such software as GIS and EASYTRIEVE. Examples of this kind of application are corporate budgets, financial forecasts, development of long-range plans, and the building of acquisition models.
The introduction of microcomputers was triggered primarily by these same application needs. But" a striking contrast was found between applications initially used by microcomputer users compared to mainframe users. This contrast is demonstrated in the comparative figures shown in Table 4 . It is clear that analytical applications drove the introduction of microcomputers.
The heavy proportion of end users in finance and accounting mentioned above might explain, in part, the heavy emphasis on analytical use of computer technology. It may also indicate the area of business management which takes most easily to the use of that technology.
It is interesting to note the domination of one piece of software --VISICALC. Twenty of 34 micro users employed VISICALC either primarily or exclusively. Eight others used it at least occasionally. Although nineteen other software packages were in use, only DBase II with five users had significant spread. A mere seven of the 34 were hard-core programmers who did their own programming in BASIC, PASCAL, or FORTRAN. The majority of end users developed further applications as they became more familiar with the technology. This is especially true of microcomputer users, probably because they have instant access to and total use of their hardware without adding measurably to costs. In total separate applications, those ,using microcomputers had almost twice the applications of mainframe users (97-51).
Although most microcomputer users began with analytical applications they quickly developed enough data files to make questions of data retrieval and file management urgent. A horror story example of this would be an inventory application which in two years expanded to 67 floppy disks. Six companies have gone to the use of hard disks for data storage as files have expanded, often using floppy disks as backups.
When microcomputer users get over the first euphoria from the power of their machine they often begin to chafe at the drudgery of data input. Their thoughts turn to the databases of the corporation and they begin to wonder how they can access those databases to unload the data they want directly into their microcomputer. But most of the companies so far have strict policies against .this or are unsure of their technical capacity to do it. Only five managers had any direct access to corporate data through their microcomputer.
Microcomputer cost justification
Micro users are often required to demonstrate that a potential acquisition will pay back the company. This can be very difficult to do. A number of acquisitions have been justified on the basis that development costs, including hardware, were less than software development costs for the mainframe.
But most acquisitons have been justified in application and some of the payoffs have ultimately been rather dramatic. In one instance, the initial application was to develop an annual profit plan. With Apple and VISICALC, the development time was cut from three weeks to three days, and the parent company, feeling that the computer had already paid for itself, installed Apples in all its other profit centers. Similarly, six people used to work one month to develop a quarterly, manual, manpower accounting report. With a personal computer, one input operator now produces weekly reports. At another company, a five-year plan which cost $15,000 annually from a timesharing service was converted to a TRS-80 for a one-time capital expense of less than $5,000. In a different case, use of an IBM PC, with access to economic reporting services, has cut outside computer services from $40,000 to $15,000 annually.
Perceived problems
Stated worries of IS professionals concerning microcomputer documentation, data backup, and security were well founded. To most personal computer users, "documentation" was an unknown word. A few exceptional managers with some significant computer background have tried to document their programs. Some end users maintained that their programs did not need documentation since, with the software, they could be reconstructed in a very short time. Several, however, admitted that if they left the firm their applications would go with them as no one else could understand or maintain them. In any case, such things as data dictionaries and program libraries are almost unknown in the world of microcomputers as this study found it.
The use of backup disks usually begins after some accidental loss of a whole program, or a disk full of files. As to data security, disks are commonly kept at random in desk drawers, or in a file box next to the computer.
IS managers also fear that end users might become essentially programmers and thus sidetracked from their major career paths, without the credentials or desire to pursue a career in a computing specialty. One company, which was conducting its own survey of end users, had identified over twenty managers who had become essentially programmers (spending over 50% of their time in programming tasks). In the present study, such persons were the exception. There were only six documented cases of what might be called "amateur programmers," and only one of these was a microcomputer user.
The norm seems to be end users developing or using applications as tools for their own jobs. Even so, some managers using computers are End User Computing concerned about its effect on their careers. One top manager stated, "Using a computer is essentially a clerical function. Executives and managers should tell their support people what they want from the computer." I~lany interviewees believed this to be a typical attitude in top management. Thus it is not surprising that some of the early end users in management are nervous. Some typical comments are: "Young managers don't want others to know they can use the computer." "1 enjoy it, but I worry about what it will do to my career." "1 don't want to become computer identified, tt might lock me in a staff position." "If information is power, it hasn't worked yet." If these comments are indeed typical of the concerns of end users and if top management is indeed suspicious of computing as managerial behavior. the growth of end user computing might be slower than expected.
Support and training
There was a general lack of a coherent policy concerning microcomputer use. Only eight of the twenty organizations studied had any stated policy about it. Three of these called for the MIS director's approval on all purchases (one of these, as mentioned above, has yet to approve any). Six policy statements provided a list of approved or preferred vendors. In no case did these exclude the purchase of hardware from nonapproved vendors. The policy statements were intended to establish consistency through discounts and vaguely worded promises of technical support. One MIS manager described technical support, "We will help them unpack it from the box, find the component connectors and show them where to plug it in the wall."
Twelve companies had some form of information center, but only two of these centers planned to support microcomputer users. In most cases the MIS departments had neither the manpower nor the resources to supply such support. A number of MIS departments did provide informal consultation and support. Usually one person in MIS took on this consultative role through personal interest or as a part of a much larger set of responsibilities.
Much more significant support was in place for end users of mainframe resources. The twelve companies that had information centers provided training, information, and consulting on data access, and in some cases, provided programming help for end user applications. Four companies had CPUs dedicated to end user computing and three companies provided reserved disk space to registered end users. These information centers ranged from two-person consulting groups operating out of a data processing environment to full-fledged departments or support groups within distributed data processing centers.
One reason for inconsistent levels of support and unclear policy is that top management tends to be ignorant or indifferent about end user development. As one MIS director said, "Top management is non-activist or anti-activist. The CEO is simply allowing end user growth." Or, to quote another, "We are playing leap frog on a bottom-up movement. What we need is a top-down strategy." One CEO has simply put a hold on all resource expansion. No computer resource may be acquired without his express approval, and right now he is approving nothing. In this environment of top management indifference or even hostility, the MIS function finds itself under extreme, and sometimes impossible, pressure to cope. MIS managers have often attempted to provide support and reasonable control in a situation where they have neither resources nor authority to respond to growing pressure from end users. Two significant exceptions to this general picture of top management abdication were discovered. In one case, concerned MIS management organized a colloquium for top management with a national expert on end user computin.g. This resulted in a full study and a top-down strategy for end user management, now being put in place. The other exception was the upshot of one CEO buying his own microcomputer. Convinced that his managers must become computer literate, he installed terminals in the offices of his twelve senior vice presidents as an electronic mail network. Within six months the network expanded to include all general managers and staff directors on an 800-terminal, vertically integrated network in three departments. His support also led to the introduction of nearly 300 microcomputers in 1982. between mainframe and microcomputer users. The general pattern for micro users has been to use software manuals to learn the rudiments of an application package and then to proceed by trial and error.
Since almost none of the companies provide any training support for microcomputers, these figures are not surprising. However, several questions might be raised. If trial and error is not the most efficient means of learning and if such issues as data security, back-up, and data integrity are important, will not some training need to be put in place? If the information centers will not, or cannot, offer such training, should the company seek outside resources to provide it?
Education for End Users
In each interview the end user was specifically asked what additional education he needed or wanted, and what education he felt was needed by company managers to make better use of computer technology. All but six had at least one suggestion. A number of those interviewed could think only of the learning needs of others. But a significant number of them expressed interest in further training for themselves, usually with the proviso that it would not be too demanding on their time and that it would be financed by their employer. Table 6 summarizes the responses. An attempt has been made to group them, yet be faithful to the specific suggestions offered. Education needs are categorized as advanced programs for the end users themselves and as those they felt were needed by others in the company.
The request for programming and systems analysis was generally not a request for highly technical training, though there was individual interest in such subjects as CMS, SAS, APL, and Assembler. Most of the requests dealt with general knowledge, such as how best to understand and organize a setting or a problem in order to deal most effectively with it through computer technology, or to develop a general understanding Of programming skills rather than training in a particular language.
Microcomputer users were particularly interested in software orientation and data communication.
In software they wanted to know what was available in specific applications, how to evaluate software and how to make software, and hardware, acquisitions without being at the mercy of vendors. Their interest in communications centered around technology and problems associated with linking stand-alone computers and related hardware.
Database management was the concern of both micro and mainframe users. In large part this was related to corporate database access and use.
In regard to training for others, introduction to computing was seen as covering a basic knowledge of computer technology, its capabilities and limitations. Some felt it should include orientation to structured thinking, or as one person said, "thinking in steps rather than using the 'big picture'." Most thought hands-on experience was essential and a few stressed instructions on controls and documentation.
It is interesting to note that six of the seven top managers interviewed named upper management training as a primary need. In addition to many of the themes mentioned in introduction to computing such things as the management of, and planning for, technological change, and the use of computer technology as a tool for strategic planning were deemed crucial for upper management training. 
Critical Issues
Five closely related issues in the development of end user computing, were mentioned again and again by those interviewed.
Security and Integrity --When a data processing department did all the managing of computing, though the security and integrity of data captured or reported might be questioned, the responsibility for it was clear. With the development of database management technology, computer professionals felt they were getting good control of this issue. But now, with the growth of end user computing, a proliferation of databases threatens to bring new chaos to corporate information c'hannels.
A number of managers interviewed are making reports "up the line" from data which they have developed and for which they are responsible. There have already been instances of conflicting reports using differing data sources or common sources with different results. If such confusion grows, it will almost surely bring new controls. But will the new controls cut off or cut back the growth of computing as a management t0ol, or will they provide means for establishing dependable data? And where will these controls reside? Can a centralized IS carry out the management of all the databases in an end using environment?
Database Access for Microcomputers --Some IS managers are convinced that to provide access to corporate databases for micro users will lead to total chaos. Others believe that all microcomputer users should have access to corporate data to insure that the data they use is accurate. Microcomputer users themselves are ambivalent. While they would relish the time saving advantages of being able to download corporate data, they also like the total control they have over their own computer environment. The facts also point in two directions. While data directly entered from the corporate database will unquestionably be less error prone than data keyed in at the micro keyboard, many of the applications presently carried out on microcomputers use information not presently in the corporate database. And that is likely to continue to be true because the information is so local in nature that it is not cost-effective to centralize it. Otherwise, it is information so far down the system priority list it will be years before it is developed by a central IS facility.
Solutions to this issue may grow from clear definitions of what data is "private," specific to the individual work of the end user or the department, and what data is "corporate," of general importance for most of the corporation. Installation of intelligent terminals which can work both ways may be one solution. Microcomputer networks to facilitate management (~ontrols and shared applications and data in a limited part of the corporation may be another. Neither solution is currently much in evidence.
Education --A number of companies studied provide significant training to mainframe users. But this training is centered on learning to use certain software, and to a lesser degree, on accessing corporate data. Even locally controlled automation has ripple effects on its environment. Work patterns change, procedures change, even relationships between people change. Technological change can strongly affect people's attitudes and feelings. Managers often introduce these changes without any preparation concerning the broader effects on themselves or the people who work with them. The data security and integrity issue will not be solved merely through external controls, nor is it a merely technical issue. The end user will need to understand data security and integrity, and will need to learn to exercise proper control within a specific environment. Education that goes beyond technical skills would seem both appropriate and essential. This kind of education may not be within the competence or mandate of an IS department.
The Role of Information Services --In a corporate setting where interactive computing is no longer under the direct control of IS, its role is still unclear, but several facets of that role are apparent. Since more and more managers and professionals throughout the corporation want to use corporate data for their own analytical and reporting needs, the traditional role of IS to capture, process, and manage transactiona~ and production information will be, if anything, more valued. Surely, IS will also be called on to become more of a service organization, providing technical training and consultative help to those using both its facilities and information technology in general. To carry out effective control throughout the organization, it will also need to have the mandate and the consequent authority and resources to accomplish it. It would seem that only if the IS operation has direct access to top level decision making can it carry out such responsibilities.
Top-Level Planning --The key issue concerns the role of top management, indeed, the chief executive, to develop and plan for end user computing. Whereas in most companies studied senior management has tended to look the other way or has left the development of end user computing to IS, the situation will soon demand toplevel decisions. What a training director called "the reverse revolution~" and others characterized as a bottom-up movement cannot continue long without disruption and chaos. All the issues described in this report carry implications that require policy decisions that will have to be made at the very highest levels of each organization. Some managers believed that such decisions would have to wait for another generation of top management, but it seems unlikely that the cotporate world can wait that long. So the most crucial need may be for a program to educate top management about the "information revolution" already going on in their organizations and the need for careful strategic planning for future technological change. Such planning can ensure that the new and powerful tools already available and coming quickly over the horizon will be used to revolutionize the productivity of their company,, and not its stability.
